Raw AloeForce - perfect for radiation protection
Although Aloe use has been known to detox by being a laxative - True
detoxification is done by the cells and the immune cells of our bodies. Nutrition
can help strengthen and laxatives can purge but profound and true detox happens
at the cellular level. Only unheated (not cold processed – but ‘raw’), ‘live’ raw
Aloe contains and delivers the following unique and profound properties to
detoxify the body:
1. Cellular fortification and detoxification: The large polysaccharides
(usually broken by processing) actually feed cells directly making them
more fortified against invasion (fortifies cell membranes) AND
improving their cellular metabolism to push out their toxins more
effectively and efficiently. Thus cells are protected against damage and
invasion AND push out toxins better.
2. Detoxifying glands and systems: When detox is necessary it is crucial
that our detoxing organs, glands and systems are strong and capable.
Unbroken Aloe feeds the cells of the detox organs (and more) making
them more efficient, cleansed and fortified. This includes the liver,
kidneys, gall bladder, intestines, blood and immune cells … AND
improves our intercellular communication to detoxify the body optimally.
3. Direct Immune cell enhancement. Unbroken Aloe directly enhances
the main white cells of our immune system (macrophages) to be up to
TEN times more effective at ‘gobble’ up toxins (or any unwanted
entities) AND orchestrating all the functioning of the body (including
detoxing radiation from the cells and entire body).
With our unheated Aloe – the idea of detox goes way beyond
gastrointestinal detox to what is truly needed daily and in crisis
situations– cellular detox and fortified detoxifying organs and
systems!!
Only raw, ‘live’ unbroken Aloe Vera has the properties to work in our
bodies to insure the most efficient and powerful detoxifying system
ever created = our own body!
Stay cleansed and fortified - Drink to your Health!
The Herbal Answers’ Family!

